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Investment objectives

 Income

 Capital appreciation

 Capital preservation

 Liquidity

 These objectives, which 
everyone determines 
taking into account 
their personal 
circumstances and 
general conditions in 
the investment markets, 
actually describe what 
one hopes to get out of 
investing their money.
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Capital preservation

 Capital security is the legal, moral or conditional 
guarantee that investors receive that they will recover 
all of their capital and receive the expected income.

 The higher the desired return, the lower the security of 
the capital.



The risk-return Trade Off



Investment income

 Investment income is one of the 
financial advantages of owning 
investments that comes in the form of 
regular and periodic payments. Here
are examples
 interest income provided by guaranteed 

investment certificates and bonds, 
dividend income earned on a common 

or preferred share or,
 rental income received by the owner of 

a multi-residential building



Capital appreciation

 Appreciation of an investment is a goal that is 
achieved by recovering, when disposing or selling of 
an investment, an amount of capital greater than 
what was invested for its acquisition.



Liquidity

 The liquidity of an investment is characterized by how 
quickly it can be converted into cash without incurring 
a loss due to the rush to dispose of it.



Reading a stock market quotation

Source : Bourstad / QuoteMedia



Reading a stock market 
quotation

Source: Bourstad (QuoteMedia)



Portfolio management strategies

 Portfolio diversification

 Fundamental analysis

 Technical analysis

 Active and passive management
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Portfolio diversification

Aiming for certain advantages, 
such as higher return or lower risk, 
by a certain combination of values
within an investment portfolio.

These strategies are often based 
on portfolio diversification, ie the 
inclusion of stocks from different 
industrial or geographic sectors, 
with different degrees of risk.



Improving the risk-return trade-off by portfolio 
diversification

Source data for this chart:  Libra Investments Management
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Fundamental analysis

 Scrutinize the financial situation of the 
companies or projects concerned in order 
to be able to establish a reasonably reliable 
forecast of their short and medium-term 
earnings prospects

 The basic information for such an exercise 
can be found in the company's annual 
report (relayed on various financial sites)

 Fundamental analysis is not limited to 
companies; it also be applied the economy 
as a whole and industrial sectors



Technical analysis

 An approach to investments appraisal 
based on the analysis of investor 
behavior.

 Advocates of this approach frequently 
compare the movement in the price of 
investments to the movement of waves 
in a more or less rough sea.
When the price of a security has risen 

significantly over a short period of time, the 
market for that security will generally 
experience a downward trend.

 The reverse also occurs in the case of a value 
that has fallen sharply



Active portfolio 
management
 Consists of using different methods such as 

fundamental analysis and technical analysis to build 
an investment portfolio that aims to outperform the 
stock index.



Passive portfolio 
management
This management strategy tackles 

the question in a much simpler 
way by limiting itself with building a 
portfolio that will closely follow the 
performance of the stock market 
index.

The use of this strategy has grown 
considerably in recent years; this 
largely explains the proliferation of 
exchange-traded index funds 
(ETF).



Responsible investment and 
sustainable development 
concepts
 Responsible Investment strategies

 Sreening

 Active shareholding

 Solidarity investment

 ESG factors
 Environmental risks (E)

 Social risks (S)

 Corporate Governance Risks (G)

 Industrial strategies and sustainable development
 Clean technology clusters

 Circular economy



Degree of involvement you wish to 
have in the management of your 
financial assets
 Private Management

 3.2% of households

 60% of assets under management

 Delegate management to a shared portfolio manager
 Investment funds

 Investment advisor licensed as a portfolio manager

 Supervised management
 Account with a full service broker

 Autonomous management
 Account with a discount broker

 Robot advisors



Typical fees and entry 
thresholds

Typical input 
threshold

Annual fee

Private 
Management

500 000$ Less than 1% of 
the total

Shared 
management

25 000$ Between 2% and 
3%.

Supervised 
management

50 000$ Between 2% and 
3%.

Autonomous 
management

10 000$ For a portfolio of 
$100,000 or more: 
less than 0.5

For a portfolio of 
$10˚000: can 
reach 2%.



Types of actions

 Classification according to legal aspects

 Ranking according to expected benefits



Types of actions according 
to their legal aspects



Types of actions, according to 
the expected benefits

 blue chip stocks;
 income stocks;
 defensive and anti-cyclical actions;
 cyclical stocks;
 fast-growing stocks;
 speculative actions.



Blue chip stocks

 Shares of large 
companies with assets 
generally in excess of 
$10 billion. 
 continuous and 

constant 
progression for 
sales and profits. 

 a history of 
dividend payments 
that shows steady 
growth (no 
interruptions) 

 Mature; have a strong 
position in their 
industry

 Examples:
 Disney
 Royal Bank
 McDonalds
 Coke
 CN
 Loblaw

https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/CNR.TO


Income stocks

 Income stocks are 
common stocks that 
are not sought after 
for their capital gain 
potential, but for their 
high dividend yield.

 The effective dividend 
rate on the market 
value of an income 
stock changes 
constantly in direct 
relation to the general 
level of interest rates.

 Examples
 BCE (Bell Canada)
 Telus
 Canadian Utilities
 Bque Nat
 P&G
 J&J
 Transcanada
 AT&T
 Fortis

https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/BCE.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/FTS.TO


Defensive and counter-
cyclical actions
 Defensive stocks 

are stocks of 
companies whose 
profitability is less or 
not very sensitive to 
the general 
economic situation 
or to the general 
trend of the stock 
market as a whole.

 Example
 Saputo
 McDonald's
 Leons Furniture
 Walmart
 Metro

https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SAP.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/MCD
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/LNF.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/MRU.TO?p=MRU.TO&.tsrc=fin-srch


Cyclical stocks

 Shares of companies 
whose financial 
performance is highly 
sensitive to the 
prevailing economic 
climate. 

 These companies 
have much larger 
variations in sales 
and profits than the 
average company.

 Examples
 Rio Tinto
 Cameco
 Resolute Forest 

Products
 American Express
 Magna

https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/RIO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/RFP.TO?p=RFP.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/AXP


Fast-growing stocks

 Common shares of growing 
companies.

 Companies that have 
experienced in recent years 
 a growth rate well above 

that of the average 
company 

 ... as well as by other 
companies in their 
industry sector.

 Examples
 Microsoft
 Shopify
 Waste Connections
 Constellation Software
 Algonquin Power
 WSP Global
 Alimentation Couche-

Tard
 Titles located using the 

Value Line service in 
BAnQ Numérique
 Illustrated in a presentation 

broadcast on Vimeo
 https://vimeo.com/503087330

https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/MSFT
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/SHOP.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/WCN.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/CSU.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/AQN.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/WSP.TO
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/ATD-B.TO
https://vimeo.com/503087330


Speculative actions

 Company starting its 
activities in a very risky 
sector or whose products 
have not yet passed the 
market test

 Companies that have 
already been operating 
for several years in more 
stable markets, but 
which are nevertheless 
going through a period 
of financial difficulties 
whose outcome is 
uncertain.

 Companies that are 
significantly overvalued 
by several value or risk 
measurement ratios

 Examples
 Quaterra Resources
 Cotinga 

Pharmaceuticals
 GameStop

https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/QTA.V
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/COTQF
https://fr.finance.yahoo.com/quote/GME?p=GME


Indirect ways to trade 
shares
Bonds and convertible preferred 

shares
Bonds and preferred shares with 

warrants
 Investment funds

Actively managed
Passively managed (exchange-traded 

funds)
Options, warrants and rights



Types of Exchange Traded Funds 
(ETFs)
 Offered for the last twenty years; put into 

circulation by specialized firms and banks
 A Canadian investor can obtain :

 Funds based on major Canadian, U.S. or other 
countries' stock markets; this includes sectoral 
indices 

 Funds of precious metals and commodities
 Bond funds (different types of issuers)
 International funds (with or without currency 

protection)
 Actively or quasi-actively managed funds
 Balanced funds (composed of several index ETFs)
 Leveraged funds; inverse funds 
 ...

For a more detailed classification, see the category selector, Morningstar website

https://www.morningstar.ca/ca/screener/etf.aspx


ETFs track their benchmarks 
closely
 Guaranteed conversion to cash or to a basket of 

securities
 Sample wording for ETFs offered by a major Canadian 

bank

"Each trading day, unitholders may 
exchange the prescribed number of units 
(or an integral multiple thereof) for a 
basket of securities and cash. 
BMO Global Asset Management



Exchange Traded Funds 
Listings
 In Canada

 ETF filter, on Morningstar's website
 (North America)

 Wikipedia

 In the US markets
 Wikipedia

https://www.morningstar.ca/ca/screener/etf.aspx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Canadian_exchange-traded_funds
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_American_exchange-traded_funds


The dividend

 The dividend is the current income that a shareholder 
can receive in relation to his or her investment in the 
company whose securities he or she holds.

 Empirical studies have shown that dividends account 
for about 35% of the total return earned by those who 
invest in stocks



Dividend policies

 The fixed dividend policy.

 Special dividends and additional dividends.

 The rate of profit distribution in the form of dividends.

 Dividend reinvestment programs.



Dividend payment terms

Registration date (April 1st)
The date (of transaction: March 29) (ex-

dividend: March 30).
The payment date (May 1st).

Date of declaration

Note:
In September 2017, 
the settlement time 
was reduced from 3 to 
2 business days.



Dividend Champions in 
Canada (September 2021)

Source: 
DGI&R

http://www.dividendgrowthinvestingandretirement.com/canadian-dividend-all-star-list/


10-year bonds, United States

Source: CIRANO /Bourstad

2021: +60 bps



10-year bonds, Canada
2021: +76 bps

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad



Toronto Stock Exchange

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad

2021 : +21,7 %



New York Stock Exchange

2021 : +26,9%

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad



NASDAQ 100 (tech stocks)

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad

2021 : +26,6%



Price of the US dollar in CAD

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad



Evolution of the price of gold

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad

2021 : -3,5%



U.S. Crude Oil (WTI)

Source: CIRANO/Bourstad

2021 : +55%



To go further
 Training

 Course: How to manage your stock market investments 
(Collège de Rosemont)

 Formation of ACTIF

 Quebec Directory of Financial Education Tools (AMF)

 Publications and media
 Zone Économie(ICI RDI)

 Journal Les Affaires (BAnQ-numérique)/www.lesaffaires.com

 Globe and Mail, Report on Business booklet (BAnQ-digital)

 Financial Times (BAnQ-digital) 

 Wall Street Journal (BAnQ-digital)

 Value Line financial information service (BAnQ-numérique)

 CIRANO Bourstad simulations
 Next slides

https://www.crosemont.qc.ca/programme/realiser-une-saine-gestion-de-mes-placements-boursiers/
https://www.actif.net/
https://lautorite.qc.ca/grand-public/specialistes-en-education-financiere/repertoire-quebecois-des-outils-deducation-financiere
https://ici.radio-canada.ca/rdi/zone-economie/site
https://bourstad.cirano.qc.ca/


Characteristics of a Bourstad 
simulation
 The Participant acts as a portfolio manager for an 

investor who has entrusted the Participant with 
CAD$200,000

 Real-time transaction processing for the 584 
marketable securities
 Bourstad receives market quotes with a 15-minute delay 

but processes the transaction at the price when it is 
received (for a "market price" transaction)

 Daily dividend payment

 Daily transaction processing for the 36 actively 
managed pooled funds

www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Characteristics of a Bourstad 
simulation
 Selection of titles

 « Bourstad» portfolio 
584 securities 

listed in Canada 
and the United 
States

36 actively 
managed 
investment funds 
offered in 
Canada

 Shares of Canadian 
companies (260)

 U.S. company shares (128)
 Shares of Asian companies 

(27)
 Shares of companies from 

Australia, South America 
and Africa (17)

 Shares of European 
companies (43)

 Equity Pooled Funds -
Canada, US, etc. (60)

 Bond Index Pooled Funds -
Canada, US, etc. (26)

 Index mutual funds -
alternative strategies (17)

 Currency (6)

www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Type of portfolio exclusive to the Bourstad 
Competition

«Bourstad Plus» portfolio
 100 securities added to the selection of the "Bourstad" portfolio

72 options traded on the Montreal 

Exchange.

28 leveraged index mutual funds traded in 

the United States



Transaction in a Bourstad 
simulation www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Leaf management in a 
Bourstad simulation www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Investor profile



Investment strategy



Participant's goals and 
achievements

www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Automated portfolio 
management assessment
 Formative evaluation 

during the simulation
 5 evaluation measures

 The participant 
consults his formative 
evaluation
 On the dashboard

 In the detailed report

 Summative evaluation 
when the simulation is 
completed
 14 evaluation 

measures

 The participant's 
detailed report 
displays it when the 
simulation is 
completed

www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Participant 
Support
 Wide range of 

differentiated 
information resources

 According to the 
type of resources
Video animations

Web applications

PDF Documents

Partner Resources

 Categories
Content by type

Content by 
theme

Kits



Participant Support

 Email and phone support

 Facebook page "Bourstad presented by 
Tesaffaires.com"
 Weekly Market Comments

 Exceptional days

 List of winners

 Bourstad Competition Mentor
 Ian Gascon, President of Placement Idema

 5 Webinars for participants
 Portfolio management

 Crypto-assets

 Responsible investment

 Careers in the financial sector



Bourstad 2022 - Important dates 

February 14, 2022 - Start of the simulation
February 27, 2022 - Deadline to define investor, 

describe initial management strategy and learning 
objectives

March 27, 2022 - Deadline to adjust strategy
March 14 to March 27, 2022 - Responsible 

Investment Qualification Test
April 14, 2022 - End of the simulation 
May 2022 - Awards Ceremony



Responsible investment in the 
Bourstad 2022 competition

 Bourstad Competition -
Responsible Investment 
Guide
 Documentation/Educati

onal Content/Guide to 
Responsible Investment

 Responsible investment 
aspects of portfolio 
management
 Investor sensitivity

 Taking into account 
extra-financial risks in the 
strategy

 Responsible investment 
component of the 
Bourstad competition
 Online qualification 

questionnaire

 40 questions, including 
2 essay questions

 Automated evaluation

 Grand Prix for 
Responsible Investment 
in the general public
 1er grand prize, $1000

www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Bourstad 
2022

Grand prize 
for the 
consumer 
version

www.bourstad.ca

http://www.bourstad.ca/


Upcoming webinars in the 
"Bourstad 2022" series
 February 16 - Portfolio Management

 Guest expert: Mr. Ian Gascon, President of Placements Idema

 March 2 - Crypto-assets
 Invited expert: Mr. Robert Normand, CIRANO project director, professor at the École 

des sciences de la gestion (UQAM); Mr. Thierry Warin, CIRANO Fellow, professor at 
HÉC Montréal

 March 9 - Responsible Investment and Corporate Social Responsibility
 Guest expert: Thomas Estinès – Co-president, Groupe Investissement responsable

 May 2 - Career choices for graduates in financial services
 Guest Expert: Mr. Benoit Desgroseillers, Senior Director, Talent Development, Finance 

Montreal and other human resources specialists

Notes : 1) All these webinars will be held from 7:00 to 8:00 p.m.
2) The webinars will be held in French; English version of the presentations will
be distributed to the attendees



In conclusion
 The world of finance: an infrastructure that underpins 

human activities

 First, determine your investment objectives: target 
return, security, liquidity

 Reflect on appropriate strategies based on goals, 
knowledge and skills

 Determine the degree of involvement in the 
management of your financial assets

 Continuously develop your financial literacy

 All this offers many possibilities but caution is always 
required, especially when starting out
 It's better to be cautious when launching... (Canadian 

Press)

https://www.lesaffaires.com/mes-finances/mon-education-financiere/mieux-vaut-etre-prudent-lorsqu-on-se-lance-dans-les-transaction-boursieres/622074
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Question and answer period
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